
shtetl little foremost mind



tailor / embroidered figure

agile fable / least able

relieve / mind the shtetl

where shtetl / little foremost mind

faintly lifted off / the garment

where symbol is / bereaved 



Dark woven threads. Image-to-be. Seized. Messianic.

Cobbled road, close-built wooden houses, coated figure with bent posture walking away. 
Toward his own garret. For the cobbler, the tailor, the locksmith, the synagogue. To collect 
his pot of cholent – chunt was Saba’s chant for Shabbos stew – warming in a common place. 
Lantern’s errand. A hunched figure wrapped in darkness, daylight. The effect is off kilter, 
Master Weaver, your slanting sort of word. 

I wonder sometimes whether it be a true tale, or whether it’s too old to be true.

shtetl in a dark wood



I am alone in the Old Jewish Quarter on the earth that is like a green rush cradle where mankind lies, 
looking up at the stars, but not knowing what they be. Six-pointed symbol welded at the gate. I face 
no particular burial ground, the sound of the unspeakable name kneeling like deer in the 
wilderness. Chaya, her husband Noach Yitzchak Pasmanek, their children Avraham and 
Daniel are killed for being Jews. To our sorrow.

To our sorrow.





I inhabit the murdered Jewish Quarter. A quarter of a Jew’s life older. In the desert in wandering 
individuals are charged with the care of all the furnishings. In fellowship in the mountains 
two Jews meet and cannot stop talking. 

Noach Yitzchak Pasmanek’s newspaper kiosk, Lomza. 

Kraków: little clay figures for sale playing little clay violins mock Jews I 

gather them all of a bundle into my satchel I 

gather the clay of the fiddlehearts and charge them

with ritual. I see an old man 

holding his hands behind his back, cradling his bread

in his hands. Coated, bent figure alone in the Old Jewish Quarter. The afterimage looms 

like a woodcut 

in the mindheart

like Saba

his memory of Chaya, her husband Noach Yitzchak Pasmanek, their children Avraham and 
Daniel. 





Howsoever I move 

Howsoever I go out

I open my mouth

In song to our sorrow, my Hebrew

Image is seized

Shtetl in a dark wood. Poet in a garret. Babe 

in a cot of rushes, Jew 

all of a bundle, her soul

over her bereaved, her star 

stitched then lifted stitched then lifted 

High,

low. Her own 

and not her own because the Jew, you know, 

what does she have that is really 

her own, that is not 

borrowed, taken and not returned. 



Your shadow in the holy mountain

in the desert tent without 

with furnishing kneeling

like deer, צ the letter

of my unspeakable name in the wilderness weeping



Notes:

shtetl little foremost mind takes some of its images or language from a family heirloom, a 200-
year-old woven scene in a frame, which came to me from my maternal Scandinavian 
ancestors, from the part of me that is not ancestrally Jewish (my mother is a convert to 
Judaism). As a child I was unaware of the image’s provenance and in the context of my 
home I mistook it for a shtetl. 

This poem is a memorial for Chaya, Noach Yitzchak, Avraham and Daniel Pasmanek. Chaya 
was my paternal grandfather’s (my Saba’s) sister. Saba immigrated to the United States from 
Lomza, Poland as a child in the 1920s. 

I wonder sometimes whether it be a true tale…on the earth that is like a green rush cradle…babe in a cot of 
rushes are excerpts from Mary Webb’s novel Precious Bane.

To our sorrow is my father’s translation of a Yiddish phrase from a family letter concerning the 
Pasmaneks after they were killed in the Shoah. The letter is included in the poem, with my 
father’s written translation around it. 

A quarter of a Jew’s life older…[his] own and not [his] own because the Jew…are from Paul Celan’s 
“Conversation in the Mountains,” where two Jews meet and cannot stop talking. 


